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CBD-RX: INNOVATION AT ITS FINEST 

Clinically Tested. Scientifically Balanced. 

Whole Leaf Organics CBD-Rx is a practitioner formulated, and clinically tested cannabinoid 

nutraceutical line. Our fo1n1ulations have been proven to be effective at reducing inflammation, and 

minimizing the way cancer cells manipulate neighbor cells - the key factor in being successful when 

hying to be proactive against disease. 

Utilizing infrared sub column separating technology, cannabinoid compounds are isolated, then 

suspended in hemp oil. Isolating technology makes the cbd eighty percent more absorbable, and 

over a thousand times more effective when combating radical dividing mutated cells. 

When it comes to fighting disease and health, the efficacy of a product is of extreme imp01tance. 

Our CBD-Rx formulas are clinically tested in petrie dish cell studies, and have been proven 

effective in regards to battling inflammation. Safe for both human beings and animals, our 

prescription strength cannabinoid fo1n1ulations are the best in regards to therapeutic inflammation 

reducing response protocols. 

https://-www.wholeleaforganics.com/chd-rx(4/3/2020 2:07:20 PM) 
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Our prescription strength CBD-Rx products are
effective for both therapeutic and maintenance
needs. Non psychoactive in nature, our
cannabinoid extracts focus specifically on
inflammation reduction, minimizing
manipulation of other cells as tumors spread
and work to ravage through the body.

 

While effective in combatting cancer,
cannabinoids have been proven to be beneficial
in reducing arthritis, and immune mediated
responses. The terpenes in CBD also work in
regards to reducing brain inflammation, and
can help to reduce anxiety in people, helping to
regulate adrenal activity.

The CBD-Rx Diference...

Equivalent to 2000 mg of full spectrum cbd,
our Whole Leaf Organics flagship product
CBD-Rx is formulated containing 250mg of
sub matrix infared isolate
compounds. Clinically tested to be eight times
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stronger then full spectrum cbd oil, our
proprietary purification process removes all the
waxes, chlorophylls, and unnecessary
substances within the plant, preserving the
terpenes and cannabinoid compounds necessary
to reduce inflammation and fight against things
like cancer and immune related disorders.

Clinically tested in patient unit control groups,
our CBD-Rx formulation was researched to
reduce inflammation within the body, brain and
organs - and was effective in helping those
struggling with terminal cancers fight against
systemic histamine reactive causing
compounds.

Why People Choose CBD-RX
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Blood Cancers

Infused with sub matrix column separated
cannabinoids, CBD-RX is crafted to focus
specifically on minimizing cell mutation,
reducing inflammation at the cellular level.
Effective for both people and animals.

Auto Immune

Working to isolate and demanipulate specific
triggers, controlling inflammation can be useful
in regards to fighting against, and learning to
live with and manage auto immune disorders.

Seizures

Reducing systemic inflammation, isolating
specific cannabinoids can be beneficial in
helping to reduce the occurrence of seizures in
children, people, as well as animals.

Multiple Sclerosis

Working at the multi cellular level,
cannabinoids can help reduce inflammation
assisting those suffering from nervous system
and brain disorders like Multiple Sclerosis.
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Science Backed CBD

INFARED
TECHNOLOGY

Cultivated using only the
finest ingredients, Whole
Leaf Organics CBD-Rx
strains are grown naturally
and organic.

Each batch is lab tested, and
compounds separated using
infared sub-column
technology. Isolating the
compound offers increased
strength and magnified anti
inflammation effects.

ISOLATE COMPLEXES

Whole Leaf Organics CBD-
Rx lines are prescription
based isolate complexes,
formulated specifically to
reduce inflammation and
combat ailments such as
cancer, auto immune
disorders, and arthritis based
issues.

Our formulas are safe for
both human and animal
therapeutic needs.

ANTI INFLAMMATORY 

Clinically tested containing
isolated researched
ingredients, our Whole Leaf
Organics CBD-Rx is
practitioner and naturopath
recommended.

Effective and clinically
studied, our isolate
cannabinoid compounds work
to reduce inflammation, cell
manipulation, while
preserving whole body health.
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+--- BACK TO PRODUCTS 

https://-www.wholeleaforganics.com/products/chd-1x(4/8/2020 3:23:45 PM] 

CBD-Rx 30ml 
$75.99 

Clinically tested, our CBD-Rx is practitioner 

formulated and Naturopath recommended for 

inflammat01y issues and immune related 

disorders. 

Pure in design, CBD-Rx contains no additives, 

no preservatives, no sweeteners, delivering 

effective CBD components c1ucial in fighting 

inflammat01y issues. Utilizing sub matrix 

infrared vseparating technology, our CBD-Rx 

contains isolated cannabinoid compounds, 

mixed in CBD rich full spectium hemp oil. 

Eight times stronger then traditional CBD, our 

formulation can be used in cancer proactive 

protocols, as well as daily life to maintain a 

healthy immune system and minimize histamine 

causing inflammat01y compounds. 

Why CBD-Rx instead of other Cbd 
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formulations? Our pure isolate contains 
extracted CBD compounds, mixed in full 
spectrum oil. No sugar additives, no 
preservatives, no foreign oil mediums. When 
fighting cancer and other auto immune 
disorders, sugars and fillers cause more harm 
then good. Why fight cancer, but at the same 
time promote it using Cbd that contains 
additives?

Quantity:

A D D  T O  C A R T

 Share

Ingredients: 1oz (30ml) - 250mg Sub Matrix Active Cbd isolate

SUPPLEMENT FACTS:

Sub Matrix CBD Isolate - 10mg
Hemp Arial Extract - 60mg
Other Ingredients: Hemp Seed Oil, Phyocannabinoid Rich Hemp Oil

Suggested Use: 

Begin with 5 drops under your tongue, hold for 30 seconds then swallow.
Dose can be increased to 10 drops as needed, 2 to 3 times daily.

Our supplements

Whole Leaf Organics

About Us

Whole Leaf Organics is a

Retailers

Interested in carrying our
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supplements are made using
and containing only the finest
ingredients. 

Our supplements contain
organically derived and
extracted herbal compounds.
We use only the purest
ingredients, and guarantee
potency.

California based company
that uses United States
sourced only ingredients. 

Whole Leaf Organics 
14900 Magnolia Blvd.
#57347 
Sherman Oaks, CA. 91413

products? 
Contact our product
distribution head Jane Kim 
janeatwholeleaf@gmail.com 

Bring Whole Leaf Organics
into your establishment and
help us to help people
transform their lives.
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